Emma, Tim, Zoe, Lee, and Matt all have pictures of their pets.

Each person has just 1 kind of pet, but some kids have more than 1 animal.

• Emma can ride on her pet.
• Tim’s pets do not have legs.
• Zoe’s pets can bark.
• Lee has more pets than Zoe.
• Matt’s pets can lay eggs.

How many pets does each person have?

Write the number that tells how many.

Circle the picture for the kind of pet each person has.
Pet Pictures

- Fish
- Dogs
- Cats
- Horses
- Chickens
Pet Pictures

Emma has how many? ________
Circle her pet below.

Tim has how many? ________
Circle his pet below.

Zoe has how many? ________
Circle his pet below.

Lee has how many? ________
Circle his pet below.

Matt has how many? ________
Circle his pet below.